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What is
Professionalism?

At your workplace
In a classroom/office hours
Working on a group project
Working on a Leadership Team (Clubs,
TA'ing, etc.)

The manner in which you present and conduct
yourself in a professional setting.

Some examples of a professional setting
include:



Why is Being
Professional so
Important?

Can open (or close) future
opportunities for yourself
Impacts the morale of the people
around you
Affects productivity/goals of
organization or team



Professional Dress Code

Event Formality
Confidence
Comfort
In-Person vs. Virtual

To dress for the
occasion, consider the
following:

Traditional Business
Attire
Business Casual Attire
Smart Casual Attire
Casual Attire

Different types of
formality:

Dressing for success in
an interview
Shadowing a Doctor
Meeting Medical School
Admissions Reps (at
MSAS)

Events that we will
focus on:



 Interviews!
Wear During:



Meeting Medical
School Admissions
reps.
Shadowing a Doctor

Wear During:



Meeting Medical
School Admissions
reps.
Shadowing a Doctor

Wear During:



Professional or Not Professional?



Professional or Not Professional?



Professional or Not Professional?



Research ahead of time
Look for specific verbiage
Tailor some of your answers
to the organization/ school/
company

Interview Tips!

Know what you are
interviewing for

How are you best suited
for them?

Keep in mind what they are
looking for
What qualities/ skills/
experiences do you have?
Use/ talk about experiences
that are relevant

When answering
questions...

Always keep a positive
attitude/ tone
Be confident, but not cocky
Don't make excuses, take
responsibility for actions/
decisions/ outcomes



Interview Basics
Arrive 10-15 minutes early
Know exactly where your interview is taking place and how to
get there ahead of time
Treat EVERYONE you run into with respect
DURING-COVID: Don't shake anyone's hand and try to wear a
mask

Have good eye contact and smile! Be mindful of posture and
fidgeting
Use good grammar (Say "yes ma'am/sir" instead of "yeah",
etc.)
Try to be mindful of filler words due to nerves (saying "like" or
"you know" a lot in between words)
Feel comfortable asking for a minute to think about a tough
question! Silence is better than "um's"!
Always have a question to ask at the end of the interview!
Send a follow-up thank you letter to everyone who
interviewed you

      NOW: Shake everyone's hand (within reason) 



Interview Basics



Some possible questions
For directorship “X” what is one idea you have to make an impact on AMSA
members?
Tell us about an experience you have had as a leader or team member in a club
setting, a workspace, or in any environment you define, and how that experience has
shaped you. 
What qualities do you have that you believe would strengthen your work as a
director in Pre-Med AMSA? What interests you in this position?
There will definitely be one or two light-hearted questions (ex. what is your favorite
kind of pasta, if you could be any animal for a day what would you want to be, etc.)
You will 100% be asked a simple “tell me more about yourself” so having a short 1
minute introduction aka elevator pitch is super helpful (esp for med school
interviews!) 
Last but not least, we will also definitely ask “do you have any questions for us?” so
have a question or two in mind to ask! it always reflects well on the interviewee :)



Thank you!
Q & A Time!


